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Key treatments & services at The Christie Private Care


Comprehensive, Expert Led Cancer care
We are dedicated to providing the very best cancer care, with access to the latest and most advanced cancer treatments. Our consultants and specialists work as multidisciplinary teams to deliver personalised treatment and care.
Learn More



Exceptional cancer surgery
Our specialist cancer surgeons have extensive experience in multiple surgical modalities including minimally invasive, robotic and complex surgeries, including Cytoreductive Surgery with HIPEC. First private provider in region to offer Da Vinci Xi
Learn more



Haematology Transplant Unit
Our Haematology Transplant Unit is the only dedicated private stem cell centre in the Manchester region. Our JACIE accredited Unit is run by a team of highly specialised consultant haematologists and nurses who are experienced in haematopoietic stem cell transplant.
Learn more



Innovative cancer therapies
Our experts provide the latest and most advanced anti-cancer treatments, from standard chemotherapies to the latest immune and targeted therapies, and modern treatment techniques to deliver precision radiotherapy.
Learn more











A whole team of cancer experts
At The Christie Private Care our leading consultants work together in multidisciplinary teams (MDTs) to provide specialist cancer treatment and care, so you can be assured you are in expert hands. We continually invest in our facilities and technology to ensure you have access to the latest treatments available, including the latest cancer surgery, immunotherapies and radiotherapy techniques.
List of The Christie Private Care consultantsHow we work with doctors





Patient amenities
As well as focusing on your individual needs, we have created a welcoming, comfortable and supportive environment which is designed to support your treatment and wellbeing.
	Free Wi-Fi
	Relatives lounge
	On-site pharmacy
	On-site parking available
	On-site kitchen with extensive menu
	Patient garden

More about services and treatments




About The Christie Private Care
We are dedicated to providing the very best cancer treatment and care. We work with leading cancer specialists, providing the latest treatment options and access to new and emerging therapies.
	Cancer diagnostics, treatment and care including rare cancers
	Nuclear medicine
	Blood cancer treatment and care
	State-of-the-art operating theatre
	JACIE accredited Haematology Transplant Unit
	Radiotherapy
	Cancer surgery including complex surgery
	Stem Cell Transplant
	Selective Internal Radiation Therapy (SIRT)
	Access to clinical trials
	Brachytherapy
	Robotic surgery with da Vinci Xi
	Range of support and wellbeing services
	Interventional radiology
	Access to consultant led Intensive Treatment Unit (ITU)
	Macmillan Quality Environmental Mark (MQEM)
	Cytoreductive Surgery with Hyperthermic Intraperitoneal Chemotherapy (HIPEC)
	Systemic anti-cancer therapies including: chemotherapy, immunotherapy, targeted therapy, hormone therapy, TIL (tumour-infilrating lymphocyte) therapy

Find out more about surgery for cancer



Latest stories


LOC at The Christie Private Care rated 'Outstanding' by CQC
The CQC found examples of outstanding practice at LOC at The Christie Private Care that support the delivery of the highest quality patient-centred care.
Learn more

The Christie Private Care invest in a new robot for cancer surgery
The da Vinci xi robot is the latest addition to The Christie Private Care's new state-of-the-art theatres, being the only robot in the independent sector in the region.
Learn more

What is it like to survive cancer?
We spoke to Rachel Byrne, co-founder of HCA UK's Wellbeing Space to find out more about the support available to people coming to the end of cancer treatment.
Learn more

Peter's breast cancer experience
Peter shares his experience of being diagnosed with male breast cancer, and encourages all men to check their breasts regularly.
Learn more
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